ALTA HVAC MONITORING KIT - ETHERNET

INFORMATION

- **Format**: ALTA Ethernet Kits
- **Frequency**: 900 MHz
- **Part#**: MNK2-9-EG-HVC
- **Gateway**: Ethernet (selected)

Contents of the ALTA HVAC Monitoring Kit:
- 1 - ALTA Wireless Gateway
- 2 - ALTA Wireless Temperature Sensors with 3ft Probes (Industrial)
- 1 - ALTA Wireless Duct Temperature Sensor (AA)
- 1 - ALTA Wireless Humidity Sensor (AA)
- 1 - ALTA Wireless 150A AC Current Meter (Industrial)

Everything you need to start monitoring HVAC systems remotely via cellular connectivity.

ALSO AVAILABLE AS:

- ALTA HVAC MONITORING KIT - ETHERNET

Product Description

Everything you need to start monitoring HVAC systems remotely via cellular connectivity.

Contents of the ALTA HVAC Monitoring Kit:
- 1 - ALTA Wireless Gateway
- 2 - ALTA Wireless Temperature Sensors with 3ft Probes (Industrial)
- 1 - ALTA Wireless Duct Temperature Sensor (AA)
- 1 - ALTA Wireless Humidity Sensor (AA)
- 1 - ALTA Wireless 150A AC Current Meter (Industrial)